Venture Capital internship at Bertelsmann India Investments
What we are offering you
The internship in New Delhi offers you an opportunity to gain deep insights in the Indian digital and
education sectors. You will become an expert on the Indian market development in these fields
conducting in-depth analysis of growth stage investment opportunities. You will evaluate deal flow of
exciting technology companies wherein you can employ your skills in analysing the market opportunity
and conducting financial modelling and return analyses. You will not only benefit from working closely
together in a small project team, but also get a grasp of what it means to be part of a global media
company.
To ensure a good learning experience, the duration of your internship should not be less than 4 months.

What we are looking for









First experience at a strategy consultancy, investment bank or internet startup is a plus
Excellent quantitative and problem-solving skills, proven in previous internships through tasks
like market research, competition analyses or financial modelling
Expert knowledge of business and analytical software (e.g. MS Word, Excel, PowerPoint)
Excellent communication and time management skills for effective decision making, planning
and organization
Comfortable working in a high energy, quickly changing and demanding environment
Very good English language skills
Strong team player and strong interpersonal skills
Interest in the Indian culture and / or first experience in Asia / India

Who we are
Bertelsmann is a media, services and education company that operates in about 50 countries around
the world. It includes the broadcaster RTL Group, the trade book publisher Penguin Random House,
the magazine publisher Gruner + Jahr, the service providers Arvato and Be Printers, the music company
BMG and the Bertelsmann Education Group. The company has more than 112,000 employees and
generated revenues of €16.7 billion in financial year 2014. Bertelsmann stands for creativity and
entrepreneurship. This combination promotes the creation of first-class media content and innovative
service solutions that inspire customers around the world. India is a core market within Bertelsmann’s
growth strategy. Bertelsmann is represented in the country by its India Corporate Center in New-Delhi
which supports existing businesses and help new group businesses to enter the market as well as
identify investment opportunities for the group in India.
Bertelsmann India Investments (BII) is the strategic investment arm of Bertelsmann SE& Co. KGaA in
India. It invests in pioneering companies in the digital, education, media and services sectors, which
are developing new technologies, business models and visions of the future. It focuses on early stage,
as well as growth stage investments. Bertelsmann India Investments is part of a global network of funds
under the Bertelsmann Investments Division.
Please send your application (cover letter, CV and other relevant documents) to Yogeshwari Chawla
(yogeshwari.chawla@bertelsmann.com).

